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ABSTRUCT 

            The aim of this work is oriented to increase film cooling effectiveness value through 

numerical investigations for flow of Mach number not more than 0.3 around vane surface, to find the 

effects of inclination and compounds angles of round holes in staggered rows on adiabatic film 

cooling effectiveness of vane suction side. Multi cylindrical film cooling hole cases were studied 

with pitch ratio P/d =2 and 3, local blowing ratios M=0.382, 0.77 and 1.14,  inclination angles =30° 
and 45°, compound angles β= 0°, 15°, 30° and 45° and local momentum ratios I= 0.084, 0.34 and 

0.756  for better cooling process. 

            A numerical technique, using ANSYS-FLUENT version 14.5, was used to solve governing 

partial differential equations of mass, momentum (Navier Stokes equations) and energy 

conservations in three dimensions with a      turbulence model that involves the solution of the 

four transport equations. Based on the results of the numerical solution, the best film cooling 

configuration, blowing ratio, with the range of actual engine flow conditions, dimensions and vane 

geometry; density ratio 1.74 , temperature ratio 0.57 and blowing ratio M=0.382, 0.77 and 1.14 was 

obtained. The best case for inclination angle =30°, P/d=2 was at M=1.14 and β=0° for the total 

average effectiveness along 60L/d of surface suction side was 0.616, while the best case for 

inclination angle =45°, P/d=2 was at M=0.382 and β=30° for the total average effectiveness along 

60L/d of surface suction side was 0.516. 

            In addition, comparisons were performed with available other work, where the experimental 

total average effectiveness results of Dees et al., 2011 were in good agreements with the numerical 

results of current work with a maximum deviation of 9.9% at I=0.34 and 3.6% at I=0.75.  
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تاثيراخ زوايا الميل والذوران للثقوب الذائريح في الصفوف المتخالفح على كفاءج التثريذ الغشائي لجاوة 

   السحة مه ريش التوجيه الرئيسيح في التورتيه

 
                                                                                                              وجذخ وشاخ عثذ الله                                                                                 راشذ خالذ وصيف         أ.د.               

 ٔظاضج انُفط   ظايعح تغساز                                                                                -سحكهٛح انُٓس              

 

 الخلاصح

لا ٚعٚس عٍ اٌ انٓسف يٍ ْصِ انسضاسح ْٕ ظٚازج كفاءج انرثطٚس انغشائٙ يٍ ذلال زضاسح َظطٚح نعطٚاٌ ْٕاء تطقى ياخ              

ذاشٛطاخ ظٔاٚا انًٛم ٔانسٔضاٌ نهصقٕب انسائطٚح فٙ انصفٕف انًررانفح عهٗ كفاءج نغطض انٕصٕل انٗ حٕل سطح انطٚشح  3.0

. ذًد زضاسح انعسٚس يٍ انحالاخ  َظطٚا نصقٕب ذثطٚس انرثطٚس انغشائٙ نعاَة انسحة يٍ ضٚش انرٕظّٛ انطئٛسٛح فٙ انرٕضتٍٛ

ٔ   3.025ٔتًعسل ضد َسثح انٗ انسطعح انًٕقعٛح نهعطٚاٌ انطئٛسٙ ْٕ  0ٔ 2انصقة ْٙ  اسطٕاَٛح تُسثح يسافح تٍٛ شقثٍٛ انٗ قطط
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 0.084 ,0.34 ,0.756 وبعزم ضخ °45 , °0 ,°15 ,°30ٔظأٚح ذٕظّٛ ظاَثٙ     54°ٔ 03°ٔتعأٚح ذٕظّٛ عهٕ٘  1...ٔ  3.44

  لافضم ذثطٚس. 

ذى حم انًعازلاخ انرفاضهٛح انععئٛح  ANSYS-FLUENT version 14.5تاسررساو انحم انعسز٘ تٕاسطح انثطَايط             

     تالاضافح نًعازنح انطاقح ٔتاسررساو ًَٕشض  Navier Stokes equationsتالاذعاْاخ انصلاشح نهكرهح ٔانععو ٔانًعطٔفّ 

رٙ ْٙ تظطٔف يشاتٓح نظطٔف نهعطٚاٌ انًضططب انص٘ ٚشًم اضتع يعازلاخ اَرقال. تالاعرًاز عهٗ َرائط انحم انعسز٘ ٔان

ذى انٕصٕل   ,1.14  0.77,0.382, َسثح ضد 3.24, َسثح زضظاخ حطاضج 41..انًحطك انرٕضتُٛٙ يٍ انُاحٛح انُسثٛح َسثح كصافح 

حيث   and  β=0°  M=1.14 ْٕ عُس  =30°  ,P/d=2انحانح الايصم عُسيا ذكٌٕ ظأٚح انًٛم  انٗ أيصم7 شكم ٔكًٛح انضد.

تًُٛا انحانح الايصم عُسيا ذكٌٕ ظأٚح , 3.3.3يٍ سطح انسحة نطٚشح انرٕضتٍٛ ْٕ  60L/dالمعدل الكلي لكفاءة التبريد لطول 

يٍ سطح انسحة  60L/dحيث المعدل الكلي لكفاءة التبريد لطول  M=0.382 and  β=30°ْٕ عُس  =12°  ,P/d=2انًٛم 

 .3.2.3نطٚشح انرٕضتٍٛ ْٕ 

 ,.Dees et alًد انًقاضَح يع تحٕز يرٕفطج لاعًال أذطٖ حٛس كاَد انُرائط انعًهٛح نًعسل انرثطٚس انكهٙ  نهثاحس ذ            

عُس َسثح ععو نهضد  6.6تشكم ظٛس يع انُرائط انعًهٛح نٓصِ انسضاسح ٔكاَد اعهٗ َسثح نلاذرلاف تٍٛ انعًهٍٛ ْٕ % يرقاضتح  2011

 .3.42عُس َسثح ععو ضد  0.3ٔ % 3.01

 . الازٚاترٛكٙ انكفاءج انرثطٚسانرثطٚس انغشائٙ,  ضٚش انرٕضتٍٛ,الكلماخ الرئيسيح:

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

     Modern high pressure turbine blade and vane are set under high thermal stress. Since the early 

years, the turbine combustion gases inlet temperature has been increasing considerably in order to 

increase the work output per unit mass and the thermal efficiency of gas turbine engine. Nowadays, 

the combustion gases temperature in the first stages of turbine can be beyond acceptable vane metal 

temperatures. In order to keep vanes at an acceptable temperature, a complex cooling ways were 

used. Many works were made in the earlier years in order to increase the cooling efficiency and in 

the recent years continuous efforts are doing to develop the technologies for higher blade loading, 

Gomes and Niehuis, 2013 part II. Film cooling technique is widely used for the vanes and blades 

of the front stages in order to reduce material temperatures as far as necessary for an acceptable life 

span of the components. As film cooling jets reduced combustion gases temperature, improvements 

can be gain by decreasing the amount of jet cooling mass flow rate and with effective film cooling 

distribution on vane surface, Kusterer, et al., 2007.  

         Several global researches studied the vane film cooling and great affords was done to improve 

film cooling method. Cutbirth and Bogard, 2002, defined thermal fields of the showerhead film 

cooling region which is part of suction side of a turbine vane by using a closed-loop, low speed wind 

tunnel with ranged of blowing ratios from 0.5 to 2.0. Showerhead cooling jet was completely lift-off 

from the vane surface even at low blowing ratios and the interaction of the coolant jets from lateral 

adjacent holes improve adiabatic film cooling effectiveness. Dittmar, et al., 2003, investigated four 

different film-cooling hole configurations on a large scale suction side of vane in open loop 

atmospheric wind tunnel and one of them was staggered arrangement of double row cylindrical 

holes. It was found that all configurations show similar film-cooling effectiveness at low blowing 

ratios. Effectiveness was decreased drastically for the cylindrical holes which were attributed to 

coolant jet separation from the vane surface. Colban, et al., 2006, presented a study of the adiabatic 

cooling effectiveness and heat transfer coefficients for turbine vane under low-speed conditions by 

using low speed wind tunnel. Near the leading edge, the Stanton number had the maximum value. 

Measurements of single row adiabatic film cooling effectiveness without upstream showerhead 

blowing showed that the jet lift-off was along vane suction side. Waye and Bogard, 2007, 

investigated adiabatic film cooling effectiveness for round axial hole and with compound angle on 
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the simulated vane suction side to evaluate the performance of these configurations. Experiments 

were conducted by using low speed wind tunnel for different coolant density ratio, main flow 

turbulence levels, and hole spacing. Compound angle holes provided higher laterally averaged 

adiabatic effectiveness than axial holes and the adiabatic effectiveness for the compound angles, 

showed better than axial holes. Dees, et al., 2011, presented experimental measurements of external 

surface temperature on the cooled adiabatic model of scaled up vane suction side. Adiabatic 

effectiveness values were measured on downstream of the film cooling holes near the mid span of 

adiabatic vane at local momentum ratio I= 0.34 and 0.75 . The highest values of laterally averaged 

adiabatic effectiveness occur immediately downstream of film injection. At I = 0.34 best 

effectiveness was obtained over the whole test domain. Increasing the film cooling momentum flux 

ratio decreased the adiabatic effectiveness values due to coolant flow separation.  
Mhetras, et al., 2012, studied experimentally the effect of cooling holes location in lateral direction 

of a stationary linear cascade on film-cooling effectiveness using the pressure sensitive paint 

method. The effect of showerhead cooling jet at vane leading edge and the compound angle hole 

type on the suction sides were examined. Dyson, et al., 2013, measured the adiabatic and overall 

effectiveness for a scaled up linear vane cascade model, fully cooled, with film cooling holes on a 

showerhead and rows on vane suction side in a low speed wind tunnel with a “chord-exit Reynolds 

number” of 700,000. Adiabatic effectiveness measured for a model was constructed from foam low 

thermal conductivity. The spatial variation in the overall effectiveness was considerably less than 

that for the adiabatic effectiveness. Naik, et al., 2014, investigated film cooling effectiveness 

characteristics of a first stage turbine via numerical method. The oil flow visualization indicated that 

the secondary flows on the vane suction side were relatively small. The impact of high and low 

blowing ratios was relatively small on the film cooling effectiveness. 

A model studied in this work represents the actual dimensions of vane geometry of 125MW 

gas turbine for South Baghdad Power Station as given in Table 1. Study of performance of gas 

turbine vane suction side film cooling effectiveness was investigated through different inclination 

and orientation angles of film cooling holes. Multi cylindrical film cooling holes cases were studied 

as shown in Table 2 to find the best case for better cooling.  

 

2. NUMERICAL SOLUTION    
     In order to analyze the fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics mathematically at vane suction 

sides of turbine, a solution of Navier-Stokes equations is required. Due to the complexity of vane 

surface configuration and the significant viscous and heat effects, it is impossible to obtain an 

analytical solution of Navier-Stokes equation. Therefore, a numerical technique, using ANSYS-

FLUENT version 14.5, was used to solve governing partial differential equations of mass, 

momentum and energy conservations in three dimensions with a      turbulence model that 

involves the solution of the four transport equations; the turbulence kinetic energy  , its rate of 

dissipation  , the velocity variance scale   ̅̅ ̅ and the elliptic relaxation function  ƒ, to demonstrate the 

effect of the turbulence on the flow structure.  

     The annular geometry of vanes was converted to straight for one vane with periodic boundary 

condition from suction and pressure side and symmetry boundary conditions in span direction far 

from endwall effects at the hub and shroud as shown in Fig. 1. Only 12mm in the middle of the span 

which contains holes film cooling, was modeled. This method was used by, Colban, et al., 2007. 
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     For the modeled geometry, the distance from inlet section of combustion gases to the leading 

edge of the vane is 55mm, while the distance from vane trailing edge to exit boundary of combustion 

gases is 30mm and the distance between periodic boundaries was 167mm and all other dimensions 

are listed in Table 1. Depending on the dimensions of actual vane gas turbine for South Baghdad 

Power Station 125MW, the same dimensions of cylindrical film cooling holes have been made in a 

model vane with different inclination and compound angles in order to investigate its effects on 

adiabatic film cooling effectiveness on vane suction side. In this work, air was chosen as a working 

fluid and cold air was used in film cooling flow while the hot air represents the hot main stream 

flow. The physical properties for stream was fed as an input to ANSYS-FLUENT and used in 

solving the cases.  

     Pointwise V17.0R1 was used to generate structured, unstructured and hybrid grids. Structured 

grid was used around the vane surface for a sufficient distance from the vane surface and then 

completed the whole domain by using unstructured grid which result a hybrid mesh in the block that 

a mixture from hexahedron, pyramid and prism cells as shown in Fig. 1. Non-conformal grids was 

produced due to the difference in cells configuration between vane wall cells and cooling hole exit 

area cells (named interface where the locations of grid node at the meet boundaries of two 

subdomains not identical).  

     To obtain accurate solution in this work, skewness kept to not exceed 0.85 for hex, quadratic and 

triangular cells and for tetragonal cells, skewness should not exceed 0.9.  The mesh adjacent to the 

wall was so fine to solve the boundary layer flow. In the film cooling researches that presented, the 

recommended value of y+ is less than four. In this work the value of y+ near the vane surface was 

kept at a value y+ =1. 

     For structured domains the orthogonality of grid points adjacent to the vane wall was kept to 

perfect orthogonality and max value was 90° along the entire vane surface. For the present model 

1,091,160 cells was used.  The rate of convergence is indication to mesh quality. In this work the 

convergence was achieved with about 160 iterations.  

The numerical study of this work depends on the general gas turbine engine conditions that 

was specified and used from a very few researches as was found in the literature surveyed. These 

engine conditions represented by density ratio DR=1.2 to1.75, temperature ratio  
  

  
 = 0.5 to 0.7 and 

blowing ratio M=0.3 to 1.5. In this research will focus on the effect of inclination and compound 

angle of round hole on adiabatic film cooling effectiveness for P/d=2 on vane suction side. 

     The free stream out from the combustion chamber is normally turbulent or the simulation one in 

this study entering the vane inlet boundary and flowing around the vane surfaces suction and 

pressure side. This flow is as a flow around an obstacle and it considered as external flow Mathew, 

et al., 2013.  Flow around obstacle was considered as turbulent for             The Reynolds 

number for the model vane is      25100 where the characteristic length is the leading edge 

diameter. The characteristic Reynolds number depending on vane cord length as a characteristic 

length is normally high      1.49E+05 in this study depending at inlet velocity and     
 5.51E+05 depending on exit velocity at trailing edge and 20% turbulent intensity was used at free 

stream inlet velocity. 

     In the present work, the working fluid was air and the flow characteristics were assumed to be 

three-dimensional turbulent incompressible Newtonian fluid flow, density   varies only with 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convergence_(mathematics)
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temperature and single-phase flow. In addition, flows pressure work  
 

 
 , and kinetic energy 

  

 
 terms 

in energy equation are negligible, viscous dissipation terms (  ̿    ⃑ ) are negligible and       

 

     In this work Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations RANS was used, ANSYS theory 

guide, 2014. 

In Cartesian tensor, they can be written as: 
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where (    ́   ́̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) is a Reynolds stress tensor     which represents the effects of turbulence. The 

forma of energy equation that solves in ANSYS FLUENT, was: 

 

     ⃑      =   (       ∑        (  ̿    ⃑ )) +                                                              (3) 

                                                                                                                                          

     The film cooling flow over the vane surface is a boundary layer flow. The most suitable turbulent 

model for this type of flow considering the boundary layer is       model. This model is the 

successful modeling of the separation of fluid from a curved surface for example, the suction side of 

an airfoil. The turbulence kinetic energy  , rate of dissipation  , the velocity variance scale   ́̅̅ ̅, and 

the elliptic relaxation function   can be obtained from the following transport equations: 
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     The model constants have the following default values: 

      ,        ,        ,         ,         , (     ) ,         ,         ,      , 

       ,  ́       (       √   ́̅̅ ̅⁄ )   ANSYS Fluent       turbulence model manual, 

2013. 
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     Boundary conditions were specified for each zone of the computation domain. For the steady 

state, there were four boundaries in the physical flow domain, inlet, outlet, periodic boundary and 

solid surfaces wall as shown in Fig. 1. However, the internal domain zone that shares common areas 

faces does not require any boundary condition. 

        The boundary conditions used in this work are as follow: 

- Velocity-inlet boundary at area NO.1, where        ,        ,       , 

   =22.3mm and pressure gage=0. 

- Pressure outlet boundary at area NO.2, where        ,      ,    =22.3mm. 

- Periodic boundary at area NO.3. 

- Velocity-inlet boundary at area NO.4, where its velocity depend on blowing ratios with 

       ,    =2mm. 

- Symmetry boundary at area NO.5 

- Wall boundary at area NO.6, no-slip and adiabatic wall was defining by setting a zero heat 

flux condition. 

- Zero-gradient boundary condition for the variable   at inlets with default value    

-      ,   ́̅̅ ̅ and   at inlet boundaries were compute its initial values from: 

     (    )
      ;                 

   ⁄

 
        ;          ́̅̅ ̅ = 

 

 
    ;         (                  )  

ANSYS Fluent       turbulence model manual, 2013.  
              

     In this work the predicting near-vane wall cell distance was specified according to      , a 

good power law correlation for a flat plate for turbulent coefficient of skin friction was used, 

Saadati, 2009, as follows: 

  

           
  ⁄

                                                                                                                        (8) 

 

Wall shear stress was predicted from; 

    
 

 
     

                                                                                                                             (9) 

 

From   compute the velocity  ; 

   √
  

 
                                                                                                                                    (10) 

The distance from the wall to the centroid of the first cell    can be estimated by choosing the 

desired wall distance vector    
   

 
 dimensionless where y distance from the wall.  

   
   

   
                                                                                                                                     (11) 

 

     To characterize the film cooling performance, adiabatic film cooling effectiveness was used. It 

represent a normalized form of     (the coolant temperature at the wall will be at the adiabatic wall 

temperature,    , which it was the driving temperature potential for heat transfer into the wall). The 

film effectiveness   is defined as follows, Bogard, 2012: 

 

   
      

          
                                                                                                                              (12) 
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     In this work Mach number (Ma) is assumed to not exceed 0.3 in two passages around the vane 

surface, in order to be within incompressible flow range. The velocity was kept approximately at  

          at the inlet of vane near the leading edge to ensure the Mach number not exceeds 0.3 

around the vane. This velocity was specified via using Auto-Cad program and thus the minimum 

vane passage flow area was calculated (it is equal to 0.0003396  ). Also, the cross sectional area 

between two stagnation points on the pair of the neighbor vanes was equal to 0.002  . The velocity 

of sound (a) at the temperature of hot main stream flow of 527C° was equal to 458m/s that found 

from Eq. (13). 

 

  ((
  

  
)   )                                                                                                                           (13) 

 

                                                                                                                                          (14) 

 

Hence, from Eq. (14), the maximum hot flow speeds at minimum vane passage cross section area 

was computed.  

             

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

     As shown from the contours of vane static temperature, Fig. 2, the staggered arrangement of 

holes improves the film cooling on vane surface where the upstream row of staggered arrangement 

fills the film cooling gap between the holes of downstream row of staggered arrangement. As shown 

in the jet film cooling fully attached to vane surface because of low momentum ratio I=0.085 

corresponding to blowing ratio of M=0.382. The local span average effectiveness of case (1) for β= 

0°, 15° and 30° along 60L/d  was presented in Fig. 3 with insignificant difference among local span 

effectiveness. The values of total average effectiveness for these cases were 0.342, 0.413and 0.387 

respectively. Figure 4 shows local span average effectiveness for case (2) for β= 0°, 15° and 30° 
along 60L/d of vane surface distance.  At β= 30°, the cooling jet was lift-off little from the hole 

trailing edge of the downstream row and reattached at 8L/d after mixes with hot gases and the 

temperature of cooling jet was increased. While the cooling jets for β= 0° and 15° were fully 

attached to the vane surface which that improve the cooling effectiveness. The momentum ratio of 

I=0.34 corresponds to M=0.77 was the moderate between I=0.25 and I=0.5. Below I=0.25 the 

cooling jet was fully attached the vane surface and for I=0.5 and above the cooling jet flow was 

separated. The value of total average effectiveness at 60L/d surface distance was 0.517, 0.535 and 

0.432 respectively. The local span average effectiveness of case (3) for β= 0°, 15° and 30° along 

60L/d was presented in Fig. 5. The cooling jet was fully attached the vane surface at β= 0° and 15°. 
For β= 30°, the jet was separated and mixed with hot mainstream gas that flows above the cooling jet 

and between the gap formed in cooling jet from staggered holes arrangement and the second vortex 

system of hot gas sweeps and mixes under cooling jet and warm the gap area and the cooling jet 

warms and mixes as it flows in downstream direction. The value of total average effectiveness at 

60L/d surface distance was 0.616, 0.496 and 0.366 respectively. 

     Among the cases (1, 2 and 3) the best one that gave higher total average effectiveness along 

60L/d was case (3) at β= 0° (= 0.616) where the local span average effectiveness for this case as 

shown in Fig.6. It was obvious that the case 3 at β= 0° had the highest total average effectiveness of 

0.616, but for the case 2 at β= 15° had also a good value of total average effectiveness 0.535. The 
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percentage difference between two values of total average effectiveness was 8.1% and this value 

was achieved by increasing the blowing ratio from 0.77 to 1.14 which represents 25.2%. 

     Fig. 7 represents the span average effectiveness of case 4 for β= 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45°.    In this 

case, the cooling jet fully attached to vane surface. While the high inclination angle, =45° assists 

the jet to separate, but the low blowing ratio M=0.382 and its corresponding low momentum ratio 

prevent the separation. Due to low blowing ratio, the cooling jet quickly losses its coldness due to of 

mixing with hot flow stream. This mix is proportional with degree of compound angle. β= 

30°produces a high lateral cooling distribution and increases perfectly the effectiveness. The values 

of total average effectiveness along 60L/d of vane surface were 0.375, 0.362, 0.516 and 0.334 

respectively. Fig. 8 shows the span average effectiveness of case (5) for β= 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45°. At 
β= 0 and 15°, the cooling jet attached to the surface with not allowing the hot gases to control and 

weaken the cooling effect. For β= 30°, lift-off was occurred and reattached at 5L/d while at β= 45° 
lift off was occurred and mixed with hot gases and causes poor in lateral cooling distribution which 

decreases the cooling effectiveness. Very good lateral cooling distribution at compound angle 15° 
and 30°. The values of total average effectiveness for β= 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45° were 0.47, 0.523, 

0.487 and 0.215 respectively. From Fig. 9 the span average effectiveness of case (6) for β= 0°, 15°, 
30°, and 45° were clarified. At β= 0° and 15° the hot gas don’t mix strongly with cooling jet and the 

cold mixture still in touch with the vane surface with good lateral cooling distribution. At β= 30° the 

cooling jet were separated and warmed via mixes with hot gas and reattached at 6L/d after losing 

some of its cooling effect with few lateral distributions. At β= 45° the cooling jets mixed with hot 

gas, converged and lost the cooling effect after 8L/d. The values of total average effectiveness for β= 

0°, 15°, 30°, and 45° were 0.524, 0.452, 0.286 and 0.09 respectively. Among cases (4, 5 and 6) the 

best one that gave higher total average effectiveness along 60L/d was case 6 at β= 0° (= 0.524). It 
was clear that the values of total average effectiveness of these three cases had the highest and 

approximately equal values which were 0.516 at β= 30°, 0.523 at β= 0°, and 0.524 at β= 0°,  
respectively. The choosing one of these values as the best case must not depend on the highest value 

of total average effectiveness only, but also depends on the blowing ratio for each of these cases 

must. The increase of blowing ratio from 0.382 to 1.14 represents 50.8% increasing in blowing ratio 

which reduces gas turbine engine efficiency. The percentage increase in total average effectiveness 

from 0.523 to 0.524 was 0.1% with corresponding to percentage increase in blowing ratio 25.2% for 

increasing M from 0.77 to 1.14. So that the case (6) with β= 0°will be out of the interest. Thus the 

comparison will be between case 4 at β= 30°, and case (5) at. β= 0°.  The percentage increase in total 

average effectiveness for these cases, from 0.516 to 0.523 is 0.7% with corresponding increasing in 

blowing ratio of 25.6% for increasing M from 0.382 to 0.77. So that the best case was case (4) at β= 

30°, because it was not logic to cool and increase the gas turbine efficiency of 0.7% by increasing 

the injection cooling air through increase blowing ratio 25.6% . 

     The best case for thirty degrees inclination angles of film cooling holes was the case (3) at β=0° 
that had the value of 0.616 total average effectiveness, and the best case for forty five degrees 

inclination angle of film cooling holes was the case (4) at β= 30°, that had the value of 0.516 total 

average effectiveness. The difference between the values of total average effectiveness 0.616 and 

0.516 is 10%. This 10% increase accomplished with increase in blowing ratio of 50.8% .The 

designer of gas turbine engine is the only person has the permission to decide whether this 10% 

increase in cooling effectiveness worth to increase blowing ratio. In this work the case (3) at β=0° 
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with total average effectiveness 0.616 was chosen to be the best case among all the twenty one 

different cases as shown in Fig. 10.  

     Comparison was made between cases from current work and experimental cases from Dees, et 

al., 2011, as shown in Fig. 11. Two cases from current study on the vane suction side, consists of a 

line of holes at =45°, β=0°, P/d=3 at I=0.75 and the second at I=0.34. These two cases were 

compared with two cases from Dees, et al., 2011, work with a line of holes at the suction side of 

scaled up vane four times bigger than the actual size at =42, β=0, P/d=3, where first case at I=0.75 

and the second at I=0.34. It was obvious that the value of local momentum factor was close together 

among the compared cases. It was obvious that there were no lift-off occurred in the cooling jet for 

both cases of Dees et al., 2011, while in current study, the cooling jet lift-off was found and 

reattached at 5.4L/d. So that the total average effectiveness of Dees, et al., 2011 two cases was 0.279 

at I=0.34 and 0.206 at I=0.75 along 55L/d where higher than the total average effectiveness of 

current cases, which were 0.18 at I=0.34 and 0.17 at I=0.75. The reason of these differences in 

cooling performance between cases of Dees, et al., 2011, and current study cases were related to 

used actual engine vane size in this work, while Dees, et al., 2011, was used scaled up four times 

larger than the actual engine vane size. Generally, for I=0.34 and I=0.75 for current study as shown 

in Fig. 11 was closed to spouse results of Dees, et al., 2011, cases especially after 16L/d, where the 

maximum deviation of 9.9% at I=0.34 and 3.6% at I=0.75. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

     The following conclusions were extracted from numerical simulation results on the prediction of 

the best configurations of film cooling round holes on vane suction side: 

1- For case (1) the highest effectiveness was at β=15° with the total average effectiveness along 

60L/d was 0.413.  

2- For case (2) the highest effectiveness was at β=15° with the total average effectiveness along 

60L/d was 0.535.  

3- For case (3) the highest effectiveness was at β=0° with the total average effectiveness along 

60L/d was 0.616.  

4- For case (4) the highest effectiveness was at β=30° with the total average effectiveness along 

60L/d was 0.516.  

5- For case (5) the highest effectiveness was at β=0° with the total average effectiveness along 

60L/d was 0.523.  

6- For case (6) the highest effectiveness was at β=0° with the total average effectiveness along 

60L/d was 0.524.  

7- The best case for inclination angle =30 was case (3) at β=0° with the total average effectiveness 

along 60L/d of surface suction side was 0.616, while the best case for inclination angle =45° 

was case (4) at β=30° with the total average effectiveness along 60L/d of surface suction side 

was 0.516. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

Latin Symbols 

Symbol                               Description Unit 

   specific heat   J/ kg.K 

   turbulent coefficient of skin friction - 

C chord length  mm 

d cooling hole diameter mm 

DR density ratio - 

  energy W 

  elliptic relaxation function - 

H span or vane height  mm 

  local momentum ratios - 

  turbulence kinetic energy  m²/s² 

  fluid thermal conductivity W/m.K 

  the turbulence length scale   mm 

  local blowing ratios - 

Ma mach number - 

 ̅ average pressure  Pa 

P hole pitch mm 

P/d pitch ratios - 

    reynolds stress tensor  N/m² 

    reynolds number depending on vane cord length as a 

characteristic length 

- 

    reynolds number for the model vane where the characteristic 

length is the leading edge diameter. 

- 

  ,   ,   , 
   ̅̅̅̅ ,    

chemical reaction heat, and any heat source W 

S distance between two stagnation points of vane leading edge. mm 

s distance from stagnation point on vane leading edge 

downstream along suction side vane surface. 

mm 

   turbulence intensity.  % 

T local flow temperature, turbulent time scale. K
 

T∞ mainstream temperature K 

Taw adiabatic wall temperature K 

Tc coolant temperature K 

TR temperature ratio - 

  time s 
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   mean mainstream velocity m/s 

         local hot flow velocity near cooling hole region m/s 

   cooling flow velocity at hole exit m/s 

   shear velocity m/s 

 ⃑  velocity vector  m/s 

 

Greek Symbols 

 

Symbol                               Description Unit 

α inclination angle degree 

   constant - 

β compound or orientation angle degree 

β1 vane angle at inlet degree 

β2 vane angle at outlet degree 

  rate of dissipation m²/s³ 

 adiabatic film cooling effectiveness - 

   distance from the wall to the centroid of the first cell mm 

  dynamic viscosity kg/m.s 

   turbulent or eddy viscosity kg/m.s 

  kinematic viscosity  m²/s 

   hot flow density kg/m³ 

   cold flow density kg/m³ 

  density kg/m³ 

   wall shear stress N/m² 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Dimensions of actual gas turbine vane (at the mid span) of South Baghdad Power plant and 

numerical model vane of this study with its initial conditions. 

Item Model vane 

Pitch or vane spacing S 167mm 

Chord length C 267mm 

Vane angle at inlet β1 0 degree 

Vane angle at outlet β2 76 degree 

Inlet uniform velocity    23.24m/s 

Chord Reynolds number        at inlet boundary 1.49E+05 
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Table 2. Cases studied. 

Case no. M I     

Case (1) 0.382 0.084 30° 
0° 

15° 

30° 

Case(2) 0.77 0.34 30° 
0° 

15° 

30° 

Case(3) 1.14 0.756 30° 
0° 

15° 

30° 

Case(4) 0.382 
0.084 

 
45° 

0° 

15° 

30° 

45° 

Case(5) 0.77 
0.34 

 
45° 

0° 

15° 

30° 

45° 

Case#6 1.14 0.756 45° 

0° 

15° 

30° 

45° 
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Figure 1.  CFD model of vane. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Contours of static temperature K for the vane suction side with  

staggered film cooling holes. Model for M=0.382, =30°, P/d=2. 
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Figure 3. Span average effectiveness for the case 1 at β= 0°, 15° and 30. 

  

 

Figure 4. Span average effectiveness for the case 2 at β= 0°, 15° and 30. 

  

  
Figure 5. Span average effectiveness for the case 3 at β= 0°, 15° and 30.  
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          Figure 6. Best span average effectiveness among the cases for  =30. 

    

 

          
           Figure 7. Span average effectiveness for the case 4 at β= 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45°.   

                                                                          

 
       Figure 8. Span average effectiveness for the case 5 at β= 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45°. 
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.  

Figure 9. Span average effectiveness for the case 6 at β= 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45°. 
  

 
Figure 10. Best span average effectiveness for the cases 4, 5, and 6. 

 

 
                         Figure 11. Comparison between results of current study and experimental  

                                           results of Dees, et al., 2011. 

 

 


